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PROFIL PENCERAMAH
HUSSEIN MOHD ARIFF
Hussein Mohd Ariff adalah ahli persatuan MACRI
(Malaysian Assoc. of Creativity & Innovation) sejak
awal 2007 dan pernah memegang jawatan Ketua Biro
Hal Ehwal Inovator (Innovators Affair) di kalangan
ahli-ahli MACRI. Kini beliau ialah Setiausaha
Kehormat serta Ketua Biro Latihan & Pembangunan .
Keushawanan
Julai 2013 – kini : KIK CnaG Sdn Bhd (Ketua Pegawai
Esekutif). Fokus dan bagaimana nama syarikat diwujudkan dapat dijelaskan seperti
berikut…“By developing a synergy (CnaG) with the innovators from the public sectors,
specifically those from the ‘Kumpulan Inovatif & Kreatif (KIK), and taking their innovations
from winning competitions on to the global (G) arena by commercializing (C) those
innovations. ~ Hussein@whosane”
Pengalaman beliau merangkumi berbagai-bagai bidang dari perhotelan, pemaju perumahan,
media internet dan juga dunia perniagaan barangan berinovasi yang selalu ditayangkan di TV
pada hujung tahun 90-an dan awal 2000, iaitu SMARTSHOP. Selama lebih 7 tahun menjadi
pengedar dan rakan kongsi SMARTSHOP, beliau telah memainkan peranan dalam pemilihan
& pemasaran ratusan jenis barangan-barangan kreatif & inovatif.
Beliau pernah menjadi konsultan utama & perunding dengan Innovation (M) Sdn Bhd, iaitu
sebuah syarikat yang menjalankan program-program latihan dalam bidang kreativiti &
inovasi.
Beliau mempunyai kelayakan sebagai Trainer dari Pembangunan Sumber Manusia Berhad
(PSMB Certified Trainer). Antara badan-badan sektor awam dan korporat yang mengambil
bahagian dalam program latihan yang pernah beliau kendalikan sebelum ini termasuk
Malaysian Productivity Cooperation (MPC), PROTON, PERODUA, HICOM-Yamaha,
MARA, Lembaga Tabung Haji, Tradewinds International Insurance Brokers Sdn Bhd,
neOOne Associates Sdn Bhd, All About Communique dan berbagai-bagai lagi.
Pengkomersialan
Dalam bidang pengkomersialan, beliau adalah Ketua Eksekutif di KIK CnaG Sdn Bhd,
sebuah syarikat yang ditubuhkan beliau untuk tujuan mengkomersialkan projek-projek
inovasi. Yang terkini adalah satu inovasi yang dihasilkan oleh innovator-inovator dari Majlis
Perbandaran Kuantan (MPK) iaitu ‘Transit Killer Rat’ (TKR). KIK CnaG Sdn Bhd telah pun
menandatangani perjanjian dengan pihak MPK untuk memasarkan TKR.

Beliau juga telah berjaya mendapat gran sebanyak RM350,000/= dari MOSTI (Min. of
Science, Tech. & Innovation) dibawah Program Inno-Fund untuk mengkomersialkan TKR.
Kini telah sampai ke ‘Milestone 4’ dan terakhir.
Ceramah & Latihan
Dengan pengalaman lebih 15 tahun dalam bidang kreativiti & inovasi, beliau kini adalah
Pengarah Eksekutif & Lead Trainer di FS Virtus Sdn Bhd, sebuah syarikat yang juga
menjalankan program-program latihan serta ‘Event Management’ & Media
Penglibatan beliau dalam ceramah menrangkumi berbagai topik-topik berunsurkan kreativiti
& inovasi termasuklah ‘Thinking Outside the Box’, ‘Creative Thinking’ & ‘Big Idea
Thinking’. Selain dari itu, program-program serta kursus-kursus bertujuan menanamkan
budaya kreativiti dan inovasi yang beliau telah kendalikan sendiri adalah seperti berikut
(sehingga Sept 2016) :Bengkel dan Taklimat Prog KIK (Kumpulan Kreativiti & Inovasi) & Membudayakan
Inovasi
20 – 22 Julai 2016
15 – 17 Jun 2016
13 – 14 Jun 2016
9 – 10 Mei 2016
27 – 28 April 2016
15 – 16 Mac 2016
9 Mac 2016
22 – 24 Feb 2016
7 Feb 2016
14 – 15 Jan 2016
11 – 12 Dis 2015
1 – 2 Dis 2015
11 Nov 2015
9 – 10 Okt 2015
11 & 17 Sept 2015
24 – 25 Ogos 2015
10 – 12 Ogos 2015
4 – 5 Ogos 2015
23 Jun 2015
20 Mei 2015
19 Mei 2015
13 Mei 2015
22 – 23 April 2015
19 – 21 April 2015
14 – 16 April 2015
8 – 9 April 2015
6 – 7 April 2015

Bengkel KIK, Jab. Hutan Negeri Sembilan
Bengkel Pemantapan KIK, SUK Perak
Bengkel KIK, FELDA Zon Tengah
Bengkel KIK, FELDA Zon Timur
Bengkel KIK, FELDA Zon Utara
Bengkel Pengenalan KIK, JPM
Taklimat KIK, MAMPU
Bengkel KIK, SUK Perak
Pemantapan Projek KIK, SUK Kelantan
Bengkel KIK, MAMPU
Bengkel Pemikiran Kreatif, USM
Bengkel Pemikiran Kreatif, Hospital Jasin
Bengkel KIK Outreach, Seremban
Bengkel KIK Champ! (Siri 2), KL
Pemantapan KIK, MOSTI
Bengkel KIK Champ! (Siri 1), KL
Bengkel Pemikiran Kreatif,
Bengkel KIK, JPJ Selangor
Makmal Kreatif, INTENGAH
Taklimat Kreativiti Tools, QKM
Bengkel Creativity Tools, INTENGAH
Makmal Kreatif, INTENGAH
Bengkel CSI, NSSDC
Bengkel Pemantapan KIK, Tourism M’sia
Bengkel KIK, MOSTI
KIK Outreach, Sabah
KIK Outreach, Sarawak
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[40 peserta]
[20 kumpulan]
[50 peserta]
[50 peserta]
[50 peserta]
[60 peseerta]
[80 peserta]
[20 kumpulan]
[10 peserta]
[50 peserta]
[50 peserta]
[40 peserta]
[100 peserta]
[40 peserta]
[10 kumpulan]
[40 peserta]
[40 peserta]
[40 peserta]
[20 peserta]
[100 peserta]
[40 peserta]
[20 peserta]
[20 peserta]
[ 40 peserta]
[10 kumpulan]
[100 peserta]
[100 peserta]

1-DAY

Course
in

Creativity &
Innovation

endorsed by

Malaysian Association of Creativity & Innovation

Module 1: Introduction to...

CREATIVITY
&

INNOVATION

1

WHY
are we here?

… to be convinced that we
can be CREATIVE & INNOVATIVE
… to understand that CREATIVITY & INNOVATION
can be learned and mastered
… to acquire some CREATIVITY & INNOVATION tools
… to unleash the spirit of

CREATIVITY & INNOVATION

is the place where one
gets PREPARED,

gets TRAINED
before getting from

RED SEA
to BLUE OCEAN
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meaning

everyone can learn and practice
CREATIVITY and INNOVATION

INNOVATION often starts with

SIMPLE IDEAS
Who are these people?
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If IDEAS can be simple,

THEN

WHY
is it so hard to be

CREATIVE or INNOVATIVE

The THREE

great

MISCONCEPTIONS
about CREATIVITY
and INNOVATION
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To begin with...

let’s clear some

MENTAL
TRAFFIC
JAMS

Mental Blocks
that seriously hinder
Creativity & Innovation

Innovation Traffic Jam No.1

The thinking that
only MUSICIANS
and ARTISTS
are CREATIVE
But is this the case?
Is this type of thinking sound?
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Innovation Traffic Jam No.2

The idea that only
INVENTORS and
SCIENTISTS are
INNOVATIVE
But is this valid?
Is this point of view correct?

Innovation Traffic Jam No.3

The idea that INNOVATION
is all about making
new and better PRODUCTS
But is innovation only confined to product development?
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But the truth is...

CREATIVITY
and INNOVATION
is for
YOU and ME!

Young and old, kids and adults, male and female

Plus the fact that...

CREATIVITY & INNOVATION
can be applied in MANY AREAS!!
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INNOVATION covers a much
WIDER area that you think!

PRODUCTS eg. electronics products
PROCESSES eg. manufacturing processes
SERVICES eg. banking services
SYSTEMS eg. education system
MODELS eg. business models
METHODS eg. advertising methods

Don’t LIMIT

CREATIVITY &
INNOVATION
to only certain areas

Don’t CONFINE

CREATIVITY &
INNOVATION
to only certain people
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we believe...
that EVERYONE

can be and should be
encouraged and equipped
to THINK and ACT
creatively and innovatively

as confirmed by
PETER DRUCKER

author of ‘Innovation & Entrepreneurship’

“

INNOVATION

is the specific tool of
ENTREPRENEURS…
It is capable of being
presented as a discipline,

capable of being learned,
capable of being practiced...

”
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What if I tell you that

INNOVATION

is critical to the nation’s
future progress & prosperity?

NOVATION

IN

From a working paper by the

NATIONAL INNOVATION COUNCIL

“

As we entered our next 50 years of independent and the next leap of
Malaysian Economy, we have had to pause and examine if our strategies
and activities were still relevant.
Developing countries like Malaysia in the past 50 years had experienced
a substantial economic transformation, moving from a resource-based
economy (Land and Labour) to a production and services-oriented
economy where Infrastructure, Labour and Capital (collateral base) are
the key element.
There is a need to shift the resources based economy and production
based economy to sustainable economic where knowledge and knowhowﾓbecome the main drivers for economic growth. It is no longer
enough to be assemblers or expert practitioners of old methods, as we
will surely be overtaken by those with cheaper labour. This has led to the
migration into Innovation base economy. Thus the factors of production in
traditional economy is NOT RELEVANT in the Innovation Economy.

”
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WHAT’S
in it for me
financial strength?
career advancement?
fame and honour?
personal satisfaction?
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Why INNOVATION is important...
a
“ WITHOUT
revolution

in

THINKING,

NOTHING

of magnitude
is ever achieved.
PHIL KNIGHT

”

Nike Chairman

another view...
there is no

doubt that

CREATIVITY

is the most important
human resource of all
WITHOUT CREATIVITY
there would be no progress
and we would be forever
repeating the same patterns
~ edward de bono ~
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yet another view...
people with IDEAS
- people who own IDEAS

have become

-

more powerful than
people who work machines
and in many cases more

powerful than

people who own machines
~ JOHN HOWKINS ~

DEFINING CREATIVITY & INNOVATION…

what is CREATIVITY?
what is INNOVATION?
is there any

DIFFERENCE?
what about ideas?

what is an IDEA?
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DEFINING CREATIVITY & INNOVATION…
From ‘Human Motivation’ page 396,
by Professor Robert E. Franken, University of Calgary

CREATIVITY

is defined as
the tendency to generate
or recognize IDEAS,
alternatives, or possibilities
that may be useful in
solving problems,
communicating with others,
and entertaining ourselves
and others.

It all starts with an

IDEA...
IDEA

Usually an
is understood to be
something that potentially or actually
exists in the mind
as a result of MENTAL ACTIVITY,
such as a thought, a conception,
an opinion, a conviction, a notion.
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WHY

is an idea

always associated with a

LIGHT
BULB?

innovation
EXERCISE #1
‘DIFFERENT’ ‘FRESH’ ‘NEW’
are three words (adjectives)
used to describe

‘IDEA’ in the world of CREATIVITY.
Think of more words associated with the
world of CREATIVITY, and also conversely,
think of words associated with the world of
NON CREATIVITY.
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From Paul Plsek

American Innovation Consultant
Author of ‘Creativity, Innovation, Quality’

By definition, a creative IDEA is
an ORIGINAL, NOVEL THOUGHT.
(At least, it is novel in the setting in which it is being applied.)

For example, the zip-lock storage bag was
a NOVEL IDEA when it was first introduced.
Who had ever heard of putting a zipper on a
plastic bag?! Food storage bags are usually
closed by tying or using a metal twist.
The zip-lock bag did not match any existing
pattern in the minds of people at the time.

NOVEL: of recent origin or introduction; new; hence, out of the ordinary course; unusual; strange; surprising.

If an IDEA is an ORIGINAL, NOVEL THOUGHT,

what about CREATIVITY?

CREATIVITY is about
generating IDEAS
coming up with IDEAS
producing IDEAS
getting IDEAS
formulating IDEAS
recognizing IDEAS
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Therefore,

CREATIVITY is intangible.
It is a PROCESS or an ACTIVITY.

CREATIVITY =

CREATE + ACTIVITY

From WIKIPEDIA...

CREATIVITY is a

mental PROCESS
involving the
DISCOVERY of NEW IDEAS
or new concepts,
or new associations of
existing ideas or concepts,
fueled by the PROCESS of
either conscious
or unconscious insight.
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What about INNOVATION?

INNOVATION
is the creative

IDEA
implemented
or applied.

What about INNOVATION?

INNOVATION
is the creative

IDEA
implemented
or applied.
Start: IDEA
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What about INNOVATION?

INNOVATION
is the creative

IDEA
implemented
or applied.
Start: IDEA

INNOVATION

End: The IDEA
becomes tangible

From WIKIPEDIA...
CREATIVITY is typically used to refer to
the act of PRODUCING new ideas, approaches or actions,
while INNOVATION is the process of APPLYING
such creative ideas in some specific context.
In the context of a business organization, therefore,
the term INNOVATION is often used to refer to
the entire process by which an organization generates creative new ideas
and CONVERTS them into novel, useful and viable
commercial products, services, and business practices,
while the term CREATIVITY is reserved to mean specifically to
the generation of novel ideas by individuals or groups,
as a necessary step within the INNOVATION process.

RESULT / OUTCOME!
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What about DESIGN?

...a term closely associated with CREATIVITY & INNOVATION

DESIGN

(also a PROCESS strictly speaking)

can be perceived as
a

BRIDGE
between

CREATIVITY
and
INNOVATION

Another way to appreciate INNOVATION
is via the concept of VALUE ADDITION.

To begin with,
how do we understand the term

VALUE?
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In general...
why is a MERCEDES BENZ
deemed have a higher value than a PROTON?

why is dinner at a HOTEL
more expensive than at a KOPITIAM?

why is a MANAGER
paid more than a FACTORY WORKER?

The best way to understand VALUE ADDITION
is to look at what happens to commodities.

WHEAT
value add
at flour mills

FLOUR
value add
at Gardenia

BREAD
value add
at kopitiams

KAYA TOAST
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A different example of VALUE ADDITION

WRITING by hand
value add via computer knowledge

WORD PROCESSING
value add via language skills

COMPOSING a letter
value add via ???

???

VALUE
CHAIN
is a hierarchical arrangement, or a series,

of such entities in increasing or decreasing order
of VALUE ADDITION.
VALUE CHAIN

FOOD CHAIN

Within the context of a business structure,
a VALUE CHAIN is a chain of activities
where products pass through all activities of
the chain in order, and at each activity the
product gains added value (not only cost).
The chain of activities gives the products
more added value than the sum of added
values of all activities.
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As a concept in Business Management,

VALUE CHAIN

was first put forward and popularised by
Dr. Michael Porter, Harvard Business School professor,
in his best-seller
‘COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE:
CREATING and
SUSTAINING
SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE’,
published in 1985.

But VALUE ADDITION is not always so straightforward…

A A+ A++

Value Addition to a certain item ‘A’
to turn it into A+ and then A++ and so on,
requires all kinds of ‘tools’ or ‘ingredients’…
… ENERGY & EFFORT
… TECHNOLOGY & KNOWHOW
… CAPITAL & INVESTMENT
… MACHINERIES & EQUIPMENT
… HUMAN RESOURCES (skills)
… plus even SYSTEM & PROCEDURES
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Aside from VALUE ADDITION through the usual means
such as Technology, Capital, Machineries, etc…
Value Addition can also be achieved
significantly through

INNOVATION!
Thus, INNOVATION
can be considered a
VALUE ADDITION
exercise or activity.

INNOVATION

adds VALUE to
a product or process,
and makes it better!

The definition of

VALUE

VALUE =
BENEFIT

COST
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In seeking to ADD VALUE
through INNOVATION,
we try to achieve as much

BENEFIT as possible,
while keeping the COST as low as possible,

For your information,

VALUE ADDITION through INNOVATION
is NOT the same thing as

VALUE INNOVATION
VALUE INNOVATION
as a Business Concept
was first proposed by
Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne,
authors of ‘BLUE OCEAN STRATEGY’.

VALUE INNOVATION focuses on
creating new market space and inventing new industries
from the perspective of customers, not competitors.
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Module 2:
Overcoming Barriers
to

Creativity

Although simple, but unfortunately…

CREATIVITY

is NOT as common as we think!
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But
do we find it HARD
to think of the answers

BECAUSE

our point of view
is usually limited,
and our perspective
often constrained.
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Once again, the fact is…

CREATIVITY

is NOT as common as we think!

NUMBERS tell the story...

2%

…only
of adults are deemed
creative
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But then,

is CREATIVITY
such a rare
commodity

Many possible CAUSES…

family upbringing

education system
rules & regulations
the force of habits

SOCIAL CONDITIONING
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The education system,
rules & regulations, etc,
are NOT NECESSARILY BAD,

there is this
UNDESIRABLE result...

People with

ONE TRACK

mindset,
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when we should
be thinking more like a

HELICOPTER!

How did it happen?

DO YOU KNOW

how many hours we spent in school?

About 6 hours a day in school
x roughly 200 schooling days a year
x 11 years from Std 1 ~ Form 5

= at least 13,200 HOURS
in school in our lifetime
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The OUTCOME…

ORDERLINESS

standardization

conformity

uniformity

rigidity

INFLEXIBILITY

But INNOVATION demands…

FLEXIBILITY
variety

changeability
diversity

non-conformity
ECCENTRICITY
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Phrases that KILL Creativity
Phrases from a ONE-TRACK Mind

.

Let's give it more thought.

We tried that before.

We don’t need it.

It costs too much.

It's never been tried.

That's not my job.

Let's form a committee.

We don't have the time.

It won't work in our place.

It's too radical a change.

Let's all sleep on it.

It's against company policy.

It can't be done.

We don't have the authority.

Too much trouble to change.

Let's get back to reality

It's impossible.

That's not our problem.

We've always done it this way.

I don't like the idea.

Don't rock the boat.

I'm not saying you're wrong but...

Let's look into it further.

You're two years ahead of your time.

Quit dreaming.

Now's not the right time.

If it ain't broken, don't fix it.

It isn't in the budget.

It's too much work.

Good thought, but impractical.

LATERAL THINKING
is a term coined by

EDWARD DE BONO,
and it first appeared
in the title of his book
‘New Think: The Use of Lateral Thinking’
published in 1967.

It refers to the solution of problems
through an INDIRECT and
CREATIVE approach.
LATERAL THINKING is about
reasoning that is not immediately obvious
and about ideas not be obtainable
by using only traditional step-by-step logic.
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Module 3:
Initiating Creativity
Through the P.B.
Method

The STEPS to

CREATIVITY & INNOVATION
according to
PURPLE BEACH’s M3IQRA System
TM

MIND RESET
MOTIVATION
METHODS

inquisitiveness
questioning
reasoning
action
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understanding the M3IQRATM System

MIND RESET - change way of thinking
MOTIVATION - have passion for creativity
METHODS - learn creativity techniques

inquisitiveness - always curious
questioning - explore by asking
reasoning - apply logic, analyze
action - do or implement

Component #1

M for MIND RESET

MMIQRA
35

In order to think innovatively,
as a FIRST STEP,

we need to

RESET
our MIND

are the HABITS
of a person
who has resetted
his/her MIND?
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7 HABITS of a ‘MIND RESETTED’ person
Never dismisses an idea too quickly as stupid
Speaks less and listens more
Asks plenty of questions

Explores all possibilities

Tends to say “Yes” or “Possibly” instead of “No”
Reads widely to broaden his/her scope
Travels to see the ‘world’

MINDS are like
parachutes;
they work
best when
they are
OPEN.
~Sir Thomas R. Dewar
(1864 ~ 1930)
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Component #2

M for MOTIVATION

M

MIQRA

MOTIVATION
= Motive + Action
= The Motive behind Your Action

If INNOVATION is a CAR

MOTIVATION
is the petrol.
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People DO things
for a variety of MOTIVES...

Wants
Needs
Beliefs
Values
Rewards
Emotions
Fear of Penalty

What is Your MOTIVATION
for INNOVATION?

One powerful way to
MOTIVATE people to INNOVATE is to

INSPIRE
them!
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TIPS to INSPIRE people to INNOVATE...

Show genuine interest
Recognize & acknowledge
Less formality, more humor
Organize IDEAS competitions
Provide training

Component #3

M for METHODS

MM

IQRA
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With MIND RESET + MOTIVATION
but without METHODS,
INNOVATION
cannot go far!

If INNOVATION

is a CAR METHODS
are like the steering wheel.

So many, many METHODS
to help us to be CREATIVE & INNOVATIVE...

6 thinking hats CONCEPT FAN lotus
MIND MAPPING SYNECTICS BLOSSOM
ABSENCE SIMPLEX AFFINITY TRIZ
THINKING
DIAGRAM JUMP
Block
Visioning Busting IDEA LOTTERY start
provocation RANDOM value engineering
reversal WORDS excursion technique
we will look at 3 Useful Creativity Tools
in the next module
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Module 4 (continue):
Innovation Using the
M3IQRA System

Component #4

I for INQUISITIVENESS

MMM QRA
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INQUISITIVENESS means curiosity
a CREATIVE person is a curious person
being curious

being a busybody

In the world of CREATIVITY,
examples of INQUISITIVENESS:
…curious about events
…fascinated with gadgets
…always exploring possibilities
…interested in new ideas

Closely related to

CURIOSITY is...
Fascination
which is the state of being
intensely INTERESTED
or ATTRACTED.
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The undeniable fact is that

an INNOVATION Minded
person is also...
HIGHLY CURIOUS and
EASILY FASCINATED!

CURIOSITY

breeds innovation!
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FASCINATION

jump-starts innovation!

Component #5

Q for QUESTIONING

MMMI

RA
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a CREATIVE person is also someone who
likes to ask QUESTIONS
In the world of CREATIVITY,
QUESTIONING is good
…to gain knowledge
…to gather the facts
…to clarify understanding
…to establish the truth
…to provoke thinking
…encourage participation

One USEFUL technique in QUESTIONING is

5W1H

WHAT WHY WHO WHERE WHEN HOW
(Have you heard of 5W2H?)

Also known as the
‘Kipling Method’

because it appeared in one of Rudyard Kipling’s poems.

Or also known as the
‘Journalist 5W1H’

because it is often used in Journalism.
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HOW to use

5W1H...
How

What
What, specifically, ...?
What next?
What else?
What do you think?

Who
Who will do this?
Who else will do this?
Who pays?
Who benefits?

When

Why

How many?
How much?
How come?
How does it work?

Why did it happen?
Why do you say so?
Why not?

Where
Where else?
Where are you?
Where, exactly, ...?

When, exactly, will you...?
When will it start/end?
When will I know?

Component #6

R for REASONING

MMMIQ

A
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INNOVATION requires sound REASONING,
and therefore a INNOVATIVE person
is able to REASON well.
We need NOT think like a computer,
but we must be LOGICAL and
ANALYTICAL in order to
…to evaluate IDEAS
…to differentiate between
what is practical and what is not
…to weigh benefits vs cost
…to deal with other people
A Necktop Computer?

While IDEAS can be wild and freeflowing,
INNOVATION must be based on
REASONS in order to

…minimize RISK
…avoid COSTLY
MISTAKES
…save TIME
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What is

LOGIC?
In its simplest form...

if A=B
and B=C
then A=C

According to Harvard University based
Professor Howard Gardner

and his famous theory of Multiple Intelligences...

Gardner’s 7 Intelligences
Frames of Mind, 1983

1. Linguistic
2. Logical-Mathematical
3. Musical
4. Spatial-Visual
5. Bodily kinesthetic
6. Interpersonal
7. Intrapersonal

49

Component #7

A for ACTION

MMMIQR
Between

WORDS and DEEDS,

which carry more weight?

a person serious about CREATIVITY & INNOVATION
is also an ACTION-ORIENTED person

50

Recommended for all
INNOVATION Minded people...

milestone chart

MILESTONES are indicators
in the JOURNEY of an action plan
to mark our progress
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A

milestone
chart
must also
identify the

PERSON

RESPONSIBLE

Module 5 :
Driving Creativity
(Part 1)
Creativity Tool #1:
1+1=3?
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creativity

TOOL # 1

don’t just ask

WHY,

ask

WHY NOT?

To give a
real-life example,

must a WATERMELON
be round?
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One more real-life example,

must WHEELS
be round?

WHY NOT? is related to another concept
known as WHAT IF?

WHAT IF?

guides us to consider

POSSIBILITIES
whereas

WHY NOT?

leads us to challenge

STATUS QUO
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innovation
EXERCISE
..
Take a piece of paper.
Write the number ‘100’
with a circle around it,
keeping the pencil
or pen on the paper
all the time.

DO YOU AGREE?

that we have a
habit of assuming
some rules that are
non existent, and we end
up strangling innovation
as a result!
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innovation
EXERCISE
If you have tried this before,
please refrain from giving the
answer to the others.

Can you try to join
all 9 dots shown on
the right with only
4 continuous
straight lines?

Module 6 :
Driving Creativity
(Part 2)
Creativity Tool #2:
Idea Generation in
Groups
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creativity

TOOL # 2

STORMING

In other words

TWO (OR MORE) HEADS
are better than ONE!
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ALEX F. OSBORN
American Advertiser, 1888~1966

Father of BRAINSTORMING
The word ‘BRAINSTORM’ was
first coined and used by Osborn in 1939,
and later popularized by his book
‘APPLIED IMAGINATION’
first published in 1953.

Guidelines or Rules for a

successful BRAINSTORMING
1. DON’T

criticize any idea
2. the CRAZIER the better
3. the MORE the better
4. COMBINE
or MODIFY
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The MORE IDEAS the better...

The BEST WAY
to have a GOOD IDEA
is to have

LOTS of IDEAS.
~ Linus Pauling

Linus Pauling, American chemist, 1901~1994
(One of only four individuals to have won multiple Nobel Prizes.)

Procedures and Steps to a

successful BRAINSTORMING
1. DEFINE

the problem
2. SELECT the right participants
3. CONDUCT the session
4. THROW in lead questions
5. RECORD the ideas
6. EVALUATE
the results
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Module 7 :
Driving Creativity
(Part 3)
Creativity Tool #3:
SCAMPER

creativity

TOOL # 3

SCAMPER
formula
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what is the

SCAMPER formula
1. SUBSTITUTE

2. COMBINE or CONNECT

3. ADOPT or ADAPT (originally)

4. MAXIMIZE or

MINIMIZE or MODIFY
5. PUT TO OTHER USE
6. ELIMINATE
7. REVERSE or REARRANGE

1. SUBSTITUTE

… photographer timer
2. COMBINE … camera & calendar date
3. ADOPT … sound & motion video
4. MAXIMIZE or MINIMIZE … pocket
5. PUT TO OTHER USE … to phones
6. ELIMINATE … films
7. REVERSE … print & choose

choose & print
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A little history of

SCAMPER Formula

SCAMPER

Robert E. Eberle
American Educational Administrator

was developed by Bob Eberle,
and also written about by
well-known Creativity Expert, Michael Michalko,
in his excellent book,
THINKERTOYS.

Related to the SCAMPER Formula is the simpler

RICE Technique

R = Reduce
I = Increase
C = Combine
E = Eliminate
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Module 8 :
Let’s Be Cr8tive &
Productive
(Group Assignment)
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INNOVATION EXERCISE – The 9-Dot Challenge
Can you try to join all 9 dots using only FOUR continuous straight lines?
(6 sets of the 9 dots are shown so that you try several times to solve.)

